modest brakes, girder forks, no rear suspension and
about 15 hp. We bow down to you Colin!

NEWSLETTER
Issue 4 – June 27th 2019
Editor Geoff McGladdery – herefordvmcc@outlook.com
Welcome to issue 4 of the event newsletter. It is sent only
to those who have previously entered, those who have
expressed an interest in entering and event supporters. If
you don’t wish to receive emails from us, please let me
know and I will remove you from the mailing list
immediately.

A RECORD YEAR
The fourth running of Herefordshire on the Edge will
certainly go down as a record year. 92 machines
were entered, a 21% increase over 2018 and very
close to our target of 100. It was also a record year
for rainfall. The Met Office forecast for the area (a
50% chance of light showers in the late afternoon)
turned into a 90 minutes apocalyptic downpour
over most of the county. This might be the root
cause of the record number of retirements. 39
entrants didn’t make it to the finish as the weather
took its toll on men, women and machine.

RAGGED EDGE ROADS
This year’s Ragged Edge Points were a great
improvement on our first attempt. We are
particularly grateful to the Eastnor Castle estate, the
Downton Castle estate and the Kentchurch estate
for allowing us permission to ride their private roads,
a privilege rarely granted. We will try to use them
again in 2020. Despite the weather the Ragged
Edge roads proved to be passable with care on
road tyres as was ably demonstrated by Keith
Johnston on his BMW R80 ST. Not everyone’s first
choice for a trail bike!
It is very important to us that these roads can be
ridden by mere mortals on road going machinery.
We don’t want the event to become a Trail Ride.

Terry Pickering (seen here below) and his riding
partners, Ollie and Toby Victor-Trott managed to
visit every waypoint, Ragged and otherwise and
claim their well-deserved “Ragged Gold” medals.
They might have arrived at the Ross finish a little
earlier if they hadn’t spent almost an hour searching
for a non-existent waypoint which had mysteriously
found its way into Terry’s Satnav. Who needs
technology?

STAND-OUT PERFORMANCES
It was not all gloom and doom. There were some
stand-out performances to admire. Colin Durnall,
with the minimum of fuss and fanfare, rode his 1937
350cc Red Panther from Wolverhampton to the
Leintwardine start, visited 24 waypoints, collected
his gold medal and rode the 45 miles back home.
All this on a 3 speed hand change machine with

Richard Williams managed all 4 Ragged Edge
roads on his 1928 “Sloper” BSA on his way to a very
creditable “Ragged Silver” and Andrew and Steve

Sumner looked very pleased with life on the
Shelderton tracks on their pre-1930 machines.

THE MACHINERY
As usual, we had a dazzling array of machines
ranging from Chris Lawton-Smith’s 1936 SS80 1000cc

Brough to Roger Henderson’s 1985 MZ TS 125 and
almost everything in between,

I’m not sure if John Webb’s fire breathing Yamaha
XS 650 powered Enduro outfit from the early ‘80s
defines “almost everything in between”, but it
certainly brightened my day as did Bob and Josie
Ashwin’s 1936 1000cc “Vee” twin AJS Commercial.

Of the 92 machines entered, 52 were of British origin
with 28 being Japanese. An amazing 28 different
marques were entered. Honda proving the most
popular with 12, closely followed by Triumph with 11.
Average age of the machines was 51 with the
oldest being Steve Sumner’s 93 year old BSA. The
average age of the riders was 60. Our youngest
entrant was 21 and our oldest (who shall remain
anonymous), a splendid 84. Average machine
capacity was a lardy 507cc. Remember “Small is
beautiful”.

FINDING YOUR WAY ROUND
There is no doubt that if you understand the
technology and if you have right piece of kit, the
Satnav is an excellent way to find your way around,
but it is certainly not the only way. Kevin Brown on
his 1973 Triumph Trophy Trail, plotted his route

The Most visited waypoint was Whitney Toll Bridge,
one of only 8 privately owned Toll bridges in the UK.
This was closely followed in popularity by the
landmark Much Marcle Garage, with it’s listed
building status.

Bronze

No award

Did not start

Did not finish

The least visited waypoints were:- 13 - Clifford's
Mesne - May Hill car park and 14 - Pan Tod Beacon.
We are planning a major revision to this Southern
part of the route for 2020 as it is clearly not proving
attractive.
Due to the unusual number of DNFs our data is
incomplete and we would really like to know where
everyone went. If you still have your card, would
you be kind enough to scan it or photograph it and
send it to the email address shown below.
We are disappointed that a small number of code
boards were not exactly “as advertised”. R9 on the
Eastnor Estate road and 8, West of England Quarry
car park, seemed to have caused the most
frustration. Please accept our apologies if this
tainted your day and be assured that we will be
much more precise in 2020.

Silver

WAYPOINTS
Many of the Waypoints were carried over from last
year and a few have featured in every edition of
Herefordshire on the Edge. Of the new waypoints,
the historic Hopton Castle attracted many visitors.

Gold

VMCC Western Region Road Trials Championship.
Herefordshire on the Edge is a qualifying round. If
you took home a slightly better medal than the
results indicate, please don’t tell anyone and
neither will we.

Total waypoints recorded

using hand written notes on an A5 pad. There were
plenty of Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 maps in
evidence and many classic “route roller” devices.
Regardless of which method you choose, the better
prepared you are, the easier day you will have.
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Adie’s Photography
Adie Turford took photographs of the event and
you can find them on his website by clicking this link
https://www.adiesphotography.co.uk/herefordshir
e-on-the-edge

RESULTS
A set of results (in PDF format) has been sent out with
this newsletter. If you would like the details of who
visited what and where everyone stopped for
lunch, just email this address, we will send you the
full Excel spreadsheet.
herefordvmcc@outlook.com
As you can see from the simple summary only 42
medals were won, 22 of them were “Gold” and 9 of
those came with a “Ragged Edge” ribbon. These
are the “Official” results, which are required for the

You can buy paper or digital copies of any of the
pictures. We would like to thank Adie for allowing us

to use his photographs in our Newsletters and for
external PR purposes.

2020
Herefordshire on the Edge 2020 will take place on
Sunday June 28th NOT as previously suggested on
the 21st. This is to avoid a clash with Banbury. The
event will have a similar format to previous years,
but with some useful improvements. We will be
working on some You Tube videos to show entrants
how to fill in their cards properly and we are
considering printing an event “T” shirt. You will
receive Regulations and an entry form around New
Year. We hope we can count on your support to
make it the best ever.

SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

THE ENTRANTS
The biggest thank you must go to you, our entrants,
who have helped us to grow Herefordshire on the
Edge into an event of national significance. With
your continuing support, we can continue to
enhance its reputation.

will be prizes and a barbecue. Bikes need to be in
place by 8:30p.m. when judging will start

St MICHAELS’S HOSPICE
We encouraged Herefordshire on the Edge 2019
entrants to raise funds for St Michael’s Hospice.
Many of you used the collection boxes at the start
and finish, for which we are very grateful. If you
enjoyed the event and would like to show your
gratitude, please consider donating to the Hospice.
Why not take some time to look at their website.
https://www.st-michaels-hospice.org.uk/

We would like to thank Lee motorcycles of Ledbury
for donating prizes for the event. Their support is
greatly appreciated.

We are grateful to The Lion at Leintwardine, who
once again allowed us the exclusive use of their
“Top” bar and provided the excellent special lunch
and afternoon menu.
Café Hay, who are new supporters of the event,
were delighted with the footfall and have already
agreed to stay open UNTIL 5:00 P.M. next year
Thanks to the Travellers Rest for once again allowing
us office space for the start and finish.

OUR ORGANISING TEAM
Roger Bibbings and I would like to thank the Plumer
family for once again running the Ross-on-Wye start,
Cath Sumner for doing the same at Leintwardine,
Maggie McGladdery for untold hours of office work,
Ray Whittaker who designs the event stickers and
last but by no means least, our erstwhile codeboard
putter-upperers, Ian Taylor and Richard Hale.

VINTAGE MOTOR CYCLE CLUB
Herefordshire on the Edge 2019 was organised by
the Herefordshire section of the Vintage Motor
Cycle Club – VMCC. The section organises about 20
rides each year and meets informally on the 3rd
Thursday of each month usually at the Moon Inn at
Mordiford - HR1 4LW. You are welcome to come
along. Our next meeting on the 18th July will be the
3rd running of our "Open to All" bike show – that
means all welcome. No entry fees, no pre-booking
and no restrictions. If it’s got 2 (or even 3) wheels we
would like to see it. It’s not a concourse event! There

Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC
Herefordshire section. Feel free to post to it. If you
post stuff on your own Facebook page, please
remember to link it to ours. If you’re not sure how to
do it - ask your grandkids!

